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On a modified space @’ from the space .f ’ of tempered distributions, It is 
proven that a stochastic equation, X(f) = y t W(t) + J‘b L *(s) X(s) ds, has a unique 
solution, where W(t) is a @‘-valued Brownian motion independent of a @‘-valued 
Gaussian random variable y and L*(s) is an integro-differential operator. As an 
application, a fluctuaton result (or central limit theorem) is shown for interacting 
diffusions. c 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. 1NTR00ucT10~ 
McKean [ 121 considered the n-particle diffusion process <““(t) = ((y’(t), 
@j(t),..., {F’(t)) with interaction and found that U(‘)(t) = (l/n) xi= i ~5~,,,,(,) 
converges to a non-random probability measure u(t) on the real linekR, 
where 6, denotes the Dirac measure at x. After [ 121, Tanaka and Hitsuda 
[16], Tanaka [17], Sznitman [15] and Kusuoka and Tamura [lo] studied 
the fluctuation phenomena such that a finite dimensional distribution of 
S,(t) =fi (U’“‘(t) - u(t)) converges to a Gaussian measure. 
On the other hand, following Martin-LGf [ 111, Ito [8] and Dawson [2], 
Hitsuda and Mitoma [5] began to study the problems from a viewpoint of 
infinite dimensional stochastic processes and derived that on the dual space 
@’ of a nuclear space @ of infinitely differentiable functions $, which will be 
defined precisely below, any limit process of s,(t) should satisfy a 
Langevin’s equation, 
X(t) = y + W(t) + f L*(s) X(s) ds, (1.1) 
0 
where L*(s) is the adjoint operator of L(s): L(s) Q = (l/2) a(x, s)~ 
(d2q5/dx2) + /3(x, s) (d$/dx) + J(s) #, (J(s) = a perturbation), W(t) is a a’- 
valued strongly continuous Gaussian process of mean 0 and with 
independent increments such that W(0) = 0 and y is a @‘-valued Gaussian 
random variable independent of W(t). 
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Here the integral in (1.1) means the Riemann integral. 
The main purpose of this paper is to construct a unique solution of (1.1) 
via a stochastic method inspired by Ustunel [ 181. Kunita’s results [9] will 
play crucial roles in the construction. As an application, we will prove that 
the distribution of s,(t) converges weakly to the distribution of a generalized 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, where we call a strongly continuous Gaussian 
process satisfying (1.1) a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. This is 
another proof of Sznitman’s result [ 151. 
2. SOLUTION OF A LANGEVIN'S EQUATION 
Before stating results, we will define the space @. Let 
I C. exp(-l/(1 - Ix]‘) P(x)= o (1x1 < 1) (I-4 a l>, 
where C is determined by lIRp(x) dx = 1. Set g(x) = IDe-‘y’p(x - y) du and 
h(x) = l/g(x). Then for any integer n > 0, there exist positive numbers C,(n) 
and C,(n) such that 
ID”g(x)l < C,(n) e-IX’ 
ID”h(x)l < C,(n) elX’ 
t 1 
Lkf . 
(2.1) 
Henceforth we denotle by Ci(r, , r2 ,...), i = 1, 2,..., positive constants 
depending on rl, t2 ,... . Let @= {#(x)=h(x)rp(x); oEY}, where .Y‘ 
denotes the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions. According to 
Gelfand and Vilenkin [3], we will introduce on @ a nuclear Frechet topology 
by the semi-norms 
11~11, = 2; (1 + x2Y Pv(x)l~ n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
O<k<n 
Let 0’ be the topological dual space of @, an the completion of Cp by 
)I. IIn, @A the topological dual space Qn, ]I. JIPn the dual norm of @L and 
(w9 d) = ww, v/ E @‘, d E @. 
Now we will give several definitions concerning solutions for (1.1). Let 
@2,X, P) be a complete probability space where y and W(t) are defined. 
Then for each w E Q, we will consider the following non-random equation 
in @‘, 
x(t) = y(w) + W(t)(w) + f L*(s) x(s) ds. (2.2) 
0 
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From now on, the integral I:; . . . ds over any interval [ti , t,] denotes the 
Riemann integral unless anything is stated especially. Then we call X(t) a 
solution of (l.l), if X(t)(.) is X-measurable and for almost all w E a, 
X(.)(w) is a strongly continuous curve in @’ and satisfies (2.2). Further if 
for almost all w E J2, X(.)( w is a unique solution of (2.2), we say that (1.1) ) 
has a unique solution. To define the uniqueness in law for (1.1) we will 
consider 
z(t) = y’+ q’(t) + j’ L *(s) g(s) ds, 
0 
(2.3) 
where (g W(t)) is a copy of (y, IV(t)) and defined on another probability 
space (fi,$, p). When (1.1) and (2.3) have solutions X(t) and a(f), we say 
that the uniqueness in law for (1.1) holds if the laws Px and Pf of X(t) and 
d(t) on C([O, co); a’) coincide, where C( [0, 03); @‘) is the space of 
continuous mappings from [0, a~) into @’ equipped with the strong 
topology. Its Bore1 field was introduced in [ 141. 
A real function f(x, t) is called a Cr.” -function if it has bounded partial 
derivatives of all orders with respect o x and for any integer n > 0 and any 
T > 0, there exist n(n, T) > 0 and C,(n, T) > 0 such that 
zi lp”f(x, t) - Dkf(x, s)l < C,(n, T> It - s I-), r, s E [0, T]. 
Let us introduce a condition: 
(H) There exists a positive integer no such that if n > no, J(t) is 
extended to a continuous linear operator J,(t) from Qn into @,, and J,(t) is 
continuous in t with respect to the operator norm lJ,(t)l, = 
suPllml/,SG 1 IIJ&) ill, * 
Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the condition (H) is satisfied and a(x, t) and 
/3(x, t) are uniformly bounded C, “03*finctions. Then (1.1) has a unique 
solution. Further the uniqueness in law for (1.1) holds and the law is 
Gaussian. 
The proof will be divided into three steps. In the first and second steps we 
will construct an evolution operator U(t, s) generated by A(t) and derive 
Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations, where 
(A(t) qq(x> = f 4x9 o* 4”(x) +P(x9 6 4’(x)* 
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Step 1. Let ~Jx) be a unique solution of an Ito’s stochastic differential 
equation 
?&S(X) = x3 where B(t) is a l-dimensional Brownian motion. 
It defines a stochastic flow of diffeomorphism of R ([9]). For any 4 E @, set 
cm s> e(x) = mrls,tw)l~ w ere E[ ] denotes the mathematical expec- h 
tation. Since a(x, t) and /?(x, t) are CF,‘-functions, Ito’s forward and 
backward formulae in Chapter III of Kunita [9] are applicable for $(q,,,(x)): 
Forward formula. 
Backward formula. 
$h,,(x>) - 4(x) = 1’ 4x, 4 Wh,,W dB(r) 
s 
+ 
I 
’ (A (4 4h,t(4M4 dr. 
s 
To derive Kolmogorov’s equations, we prepare 
LEMMA 1. For any bounded set V c R, E > 0 and T > 0, we have 
sup sup E]exp(e sup Iv,,,(xI)l < 0-2. 
xcv O<S<T s<t<T 
(2.5) 
Proof. Since a(x, t) and p(x, t) are uniformly bounded, there exists K > 1 
such that ] a(x, t)l < K and ]p(x, t)l < K. Setting v,(t) = ISi a(r,,,(x), r) dB(r)l, 
we get for any x E V and integer m > 2, 
E[( SUP Ir,,,(x)l)“l< 3”-‘{(sup IxD” +“KvT v,W>“‘l +WY}. 
s<t<T XEV 
A martingale inequality implies that 
EKWT v,(t))” I G 2mE[vs(T)m I* 
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We obtained in the proof of Proposition 2 of [5], 
E(v,(T)m] ,< ([;I + l)! zFztl, 
where [m/2] is the largest integer less than or equal to m/2. Summing up the 
above inequalities, we get the left hand side of (2.5) 
which completes the proof. 
Further, every order partial derivatives of a(x, t) and p(x, t) with respect 
to x are bounded, so that Theorem 1 (p. 61) of Gihman and Skorohod [4] 
implies that for integers i > 1 and j > 1, 
(2.6) 
Then, taking the expectations of both sides of Ito’s forward formula, we get 
WV, s) 4)(x) -t&f) = j’ (W-, s)A(r)#)(x) & 
‘ 
by the Fubini theorem guaranteed by (2.1), Lemma 1 and the boundedness 
of a(x, t), /3(x, t) and (D(X). This leads us to Kolmogorov’s forward equation. 
By (2.1), Lemma 1 and (2.6), we have for any bounded set VC R, 
sup ZWW%,,(x)))l*1 < 03, sup ~]I~*(~(%,,(X)))121 < 03. 
XE b I E L 
Hence the following uniform integrabilities hold: 
where I,., denotes the indicator function of a set {. }. Therefore we get 
A(r) E[4(vr.,(x))l = E[V(r) #(vr.t(.)>>(x>l. 
Taking the expectations of both sides of Ito’s backward formula and using 
Fubini’s theorem and the above equality, we have Kolmogorov’s backward 
equation similarly as before. 
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Namely for 4 E @, 
(forward equation), 
(2.7) 
(backward equation). 
Step 2. Using (2.7), we shall prove that for any integer n > 0 and 4 E @. 
the following equations hold in @,: 
$ w, s) 4 = w, s> A(t) 4 (Kolmogorov’s forward equation), 
(2.8) 
(Kolmogorov’s backward equation). 
Before showing (2.8), we will verify the strong continuity of u(t, s), 
LEMMA 2. For integer n > 0 and any T > 0, we have thatfor any 4 E @, 
o<;:y<T IIUC6 s) @II, < C,h T> IlAIn (2.9) 
\..\ 
II W ~14 - W, s> #II, < C,b T> It- f’I’.i2 Il#lln+l 
for O<s<t,t’<T, (2.10) 
IIW9s)4- ~(~~s’>~ll,< C h T)ls-~‘l”~ I1411ntl 
for O<s,s’<t< T. (2.11) 
ProoJ For any integer 0 < k < n, we get by the Leibnitz formula 
@wx)(m s> 4>(x)> = f ~‘g@> ~“-rw~ s> 4>(x)- (2.12) 
r=0 
By a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we have for any E > 0 
sup E[e”“s(‘)] < C,(T). 
O(S<f<T 
(2.13) 
The inequalities (2.1) and (2.13) imply that for any integer 0 < l,< n, 
sup ~[l~‘h(r,,,(x)>l”l”” 
O<S<t<T 
< sup C,(Z) E[exp(4{ 1x1 + v,(t) + KT})] v4 
< C,(n, T) etX'. (2.14) 
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Lemma 2.3 of Chapter II in Kunita [9] states that for any integer n > 0 and 
P > 0, 
1 1 
IlP 
E 
1 
(1 + I%,t(x12)p” G C,h r> (1 + X2)n 9 
s, tE [0, T]. (2.15) 
Then for an integer 0 < m < II, we have 
O<s<f(T 
< sup E 
[ 
(1 + I rls,1(x)1*)*” 
O<s</<T (1 + I ~&I'>'" 
I P,‘“‘(%,tW12 ] ’2 
< sup E 
[ 
1 
O<s<t<T (1 + I vs,tw12)2” 
ll~ll:] II2 
II 4 Iln * WY4 = ~“P(X>>* (2.16) 
Therefore the Eq. (2.12), together with (2. l), (2.6), (2.14) and (2.16), gives 
us the inequality 
sup (1 + X2)n 
XER 
O<k<n 
which proves (2.9). 
To prove the inequalities (2.10) and (2.1 l), we arrange a lemma from 
Chapter II of Kunita [9]. 
LEMMA 3. For any T > 0, 0 <s, s’, t, t’ Q T and any integer n > 0, we 
have the estimations 
E[l&,(x)- v,r,,,(X)l”] G c,,(n, T)(lS- S’l”‘2 + It-t’?*), (2.17) 
E[ID”rls,t(x)--D”r,,,,,(~)12]1’2 Q C,,(n, T)(ls - ~‘1”~ + It- t’/1’2), (2.18) 
(2.19) 
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Proof: Since the coefficients a(x, t) and p(x, t) are bounded, Remark of 
Theorem 2.1 of Kunita [9] gives us (2.17). For the proof of (2.18) it is 
enough to show it only for the case where 0 < s < s’ < t < t’ < T. Following 
Lemma 3.3 of Kunita [9], we will show it by a mathematical induction. If 
n = 0, (2.18) is immediate from (2.17). Suppose that for an integer k > 0, 
(2.18) holds for every integer 0 < n < k. Then Dkt ‘r,,,(x) - Dk+‘r,,,,(x) is 
the sum of the terms 
1” Dk+’ WL,,(X>~ r)) W9 + J” Dk+ ‘Go(r,,,(x>, r)) dr (2.2 1) 
s s 
s ’ Pkt ‘Mr,,Ax)~ r)) - Dkt ‘(~OL~,,.(X)~ r )l W-1 S’ 
+ J :, Pk+‘Go(rs,M r)) -D”+‘Ga(v,~,,W, 11)) dr. (2.22) 
Since ay’(x, t) = D”a(x, t), /?y)(x, t) = D”/?(x, t), n = 1, 2 ,..., k + 1, are 
bounded, by (2.6) the expectation of the 2th power of (2.21) is dominated by 
C,,(k + 1, T) 1s - s’]. Quite similarly we get 
E[( Dk+ ‘~~,,~(x) - Dk+ ‘q,rJx)~*] < C,,(k + 1, 7) 1 t - t’ I. (2.23) 
Further Dk+ ’ (4?,,,Wy ~>)-Dk”(~(?,l,rW~ ~))-d%&)~ r)Dktlv,,,W 
t a:” (qs,,(x), r) Dk+‘~,,,,(x) is a finite sum of the terms of the type 
a?(r&h r)(Dzl,,,(x>)‘1(D2rl~,~(x))‘z ..a (Dkrls,,.(x)>‘k 
- a!,%s~,r(x>~ r)(D?,,,,(x))‘L(D2rS,,T(x))‘* - Pk~sr,rWfk~ 
l<l<ktl, $,jlj=k t 1. (2.24) 
Since a:‘@, t), 1 < l< k + 2, are bounded, by (2.6) and the assumption of 
the induction the expectation of the 2th power of (2.24) is dominated by 
C,,(k t 1, ?“‘) (s - s’ I. Quite similarly we get 
E[ld.%,,,.(x)9 Pkt ‘vs.,@> - ai%sf,r@)T r)Dkt ‘rls~&)121 
< C,,(k + 1, T){ls - s’ I + JW~+ ‘v,,,@) -~k+‘~s~,,(~)1211~ 
580161 ‘3-8 
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Replacing air’(., .) by pLl’(., .) in the above estimations and summing up 
these estimations, we have 
Using Gronwall’s lemma in the above inequality, together with (2.23), we get 
(2.18). 
By (2.15), (2.17) and Schwarz’s inequality, the above term of (2.19) is 
dominated by 
I 1 E (1 + I?&l’)“” L 
211 + Ir,,,(x) +w+, Ax) 
4n I’* X i’ 
- rl&)lZ + g I%,tW - vs,t(412 
1 + I %,M f ms,tw - vs,t(x12 ‘1 1 
1 
l/8 
E[(W + Iv,.tW - ~s,ttx12))8”11’8 
< const. 
1 
(1 + X*)n ’ 
which proves (2.19). 
The inequality (2.20) will be similarly proved. 
Now we will proceed to the proof of (2.10). For any integer 0 Q k ,< n, we 
get by the Leipnitz formula 
~kMxMw~ s> 4)(x> - W’, s> I)@>>) 
(2.25) 
Then ~k((W9 s>d)(x) - W’, s)@)(x)) is a finite sum of the terms of type 
E P’““)tr,,tW u,‘““(r,,,tx)>(~zt,,,(x))“’ --a Pkzl,,,W”” 
- Qrn”(? (xl) v’“*‘(? SJ’ s,t’ (xl) 
x (mS,t@)Y’ ..* (~kvs,twYkl~ 
o<m,,m,<k, 0 Q n,, n2 ,..., nk < k. (2.26) 
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By (2. l), (2.13), (2.17) and Schwarz’s inequality, we have 
EII ~‘“vL,,W) - ~‘““(?,&)1’3 l’* 
~a%,l(4 - %,,~tx>l’l”” 
x E[I Pl+‘) tv,,,tx) + m,,49 - rls,rW)14 1 1’4 
<C,,(m,+ l,T)(t-r’\“*E[e 41~,,,~x~+e~‘ls,~‘~x~-‘)~,~~x~~I l/4 1 
< c21(ml +1, T) It- t’)l/* ~[e411”l+20~“‘+v,~t’~+ZKTl]l/4 
<C,,(m, + 1, T)lt-t’l”*e’“‘. (2.27) 
By (2.17), (2.19) and Schwarz’s inequality, we have similarly 
a ~‘m2PL,ttxN - c%,,&>)l’1 I’* 
<C,,(T) It- PI”2 
x E 
[ 
(1 + I %&) + m,,,w - ?,,,(X))l’)“‘“’ I) 
(1 + Irt&) + wI,,&) - 1,,t(x))12)4’“+1) 
I 
l/4 
NY, m*+ “(tl&t(x) + etrb,Ax) - ?&)))I” 
~C23mf-~‘11’2 ll~lln+1 
x E [ (1 + I rls,tw + m,t:x) - v,,,w)12)4’“+” I 
l/4 
< C*4(& r) 1 t - t’ I”* (1+;2)“+l ll~lL+1* 
By (2.13) and (2.15), we get quite similarly 
E[(lh’m”(rl,,,l(x))l’l lul’“3(tls,r,(x))l”)4 1 1’4 
l,,l,=O or 1, s < r,, r2 < T. (2.29) 
By (2.6), (2.18), (2.27), (2.28), (2.29) and Schwarz’s inequality, the absolute 
value of (2.26) is dominated by C,,(n, T) If - t' I l'* II 4 [In+, x 
e’“‘/(l + x*)‘+l, which, together with (2.1), (2.25) and the definition of the 
semi-norm (I . Iln, proves (2.10). The inequality (2.11) will be proved 
similarly. 
Now we will return to the proof of (2.8). The inequality (2.9) implies that 
U(t, s) is a continuous linear operator from @ into @ and for any integer 
n > 0, U(t, s) is uniquely extended to a continuous linear operator UJt, s) 
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from 9, into Qn. Noticing the definition of C,“*A-function, we get easily for 
any 4 E @, 
IlAW!% G C&Y T) JIllIn+ O<t<T, 
ll~~~~9-~~~~~ll,~~**~~~~~I~-~l~‘”~T’II~lln+2~ Q<s<t(T. 
(2.30) 
Hence A(t) is a continuous linear operator from @ into @ and is uniquely 
extended to a continuous linear operator A,(t) from Gn+ z into Q,, . By (2. IO) 
and (2.11) of Lemma 2 and (2.30), for any d E @r‘l @n+3, U(r, s)A(r)d and 
A(t) U(t, r) 4 are (1. I],, - continuous in t, and hence both are the ]] . I],,- 
Riemann integrable. Therefore by (2.7) and the definition of ]] a I],,, we get 
V ’ W, s> A(r) 4 dz (xl = VW, s> 4)(x> - $(x1, s 
(1 ’ A (7) U(t, 7) $ d7 
(2.3 1) 
- (xl = Q(x) - (W, s) d)(x), 
s ) 
which implies (2.8). 
Step 3. We will proceed to the construction of the solution of (1.1). 
Since y and w(t) are @‘-valued Gaussian random variable and strongly 
continuous Gaussian process, respectively, for each T > 0 there exists an 
integer p larger than ‘2, given in the condition (H), satisfying ([ 131) 
P(o;max {IIYII-,, sup II wa-,I < a>= 1. 
OSI<P 
(2.32) 
Let A*(t), A,*(t), J*(t), J,*(t), U*(t, s) and U,*(t, s) be the adjoint operators 
of A(t), A.(t), J(t), J,(t), U(t, s) and Un(t, s), respectively. Noticing (2.32) 
and that for any w E @A, 
A,*Wv=A*Ww 4x0 1= J*(t) w, U,*(h s) Iv = u*(t, s) w, 
(2.33) 
we have that for almost all w E Q, f(t)(w) = L *(t)(y(w) + W(t)(w)) = 
(A:(f) + J,*(t))@(w) + W(t)(w)) is ]] e (] -(,+,,-continuous in t by condition 
(H) and (2.30). Suppose that P(t) is a continuous mapping from [0, T] into 
zt2* 
BY (2.9, (2.11) and the II.lI-(p+2j -continuity of F(t), Uf+ z(t, 5) F(T) is 
o,+,,-continuous in t, so that it is the ]] . ](-u,+ ,,-Riemann integrable and 
weakly Lebesgue’s measurable in r as a mapping from [0, T] into @;+ ?. 
Further since Q;+, is separable, by Pettis’ theorem (p. 13 1 of Yosida [ 19]), 
U,*,,(t, r) F(r) is strongly Lebesgue’s measurable in r, and hence by (2.9) 
and Bochner’s theorem (p. 133 of Yosida [ 19]), it is Bochner’s integrable in 
@L + 2. We denote by (b U,*+ 2(f, r) F(7) ds the Bochner integral over a subin- 
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terval [0, t] of [0, T]. Then we should notice that in @;+3, the Bochner 
integral and the Riemarm integral coincide 
t 
$ U;+,(f, r) F(r) dz = I : U,2&, T) F(t) dr. 0 (2.34) 
Now we will consider the following equation in @L + 2 : 
(2.35) 
Denoting the operator norm of a continuous linear operator Q from @A into 
@:, by IQI-n, we have by (2.9) and the condition (H) that 
max{su~~<.~, IJp*t2(r)l--(p+2)P supOGrGtGT Iu,*,A r)I-@+,)I < 00, so that 
by the almost sure j].]]-u,+2j -continuity off(t), for almost all w E a, we can 
construct a unique solution Y(t)(w) of the Eq. (2.35) as the limit of the 
following successive approximating sequence Y,(t)(w), n = 1, 2,..., in @;+, : 
Y,(t)(o) = j; u,*,,(t, r)(f(r>(w)) & 
Yn(t)(w) = jf u,*,,<h r)(Jp*t&) Yn-l(t)(w) +.!-(r)(w)) dt, 
0 
Except for ambiguous cases we will omit the parameter w. 
Let us consider 
Y(t) = j’ U*(t, W*(t) Y(T) +f(t)) dt, in @A+3. (2.36) 
0 
Since the previous Y(f), Y,(t), 12 = 1, 2,..., are I]. ]I-,,+,,-continuous in t, 
(2.34) is applicable in @L+3. Therefore the unique solution Y(t) of (2.35) is 
also a unique solution of (2.36). 
We shall differentiate Y(t) with respect o the parameter t in ‘ip;,, : 
$ y(t) = tz $J’ (u*(t + A, 5) - U*(G r))(J*@) Y(r) +f(~>>de 
0 
+lj-,fJ 
t+A 
(U*(t + A, t) - U*(t, ~))(J*(T) Y(r) +f(z)> dz -t t 
t+A 
U*(t, z)(J*(r) Y(z) +.I-@)) dt. (2.3 7) 
t 
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BY (2JO) and (2.30)~ A,*,&) U*,+,(C W:+,(7) y(7) +fw) is Il. tl-w+5j- 
Riemann’s integrable in r, so by (2.8) and (2.33), we get (U*(t + A, z) - 
u*(t,z))(J*@) Y(z)+./-(z)) = I:+” A*(r) u*(r,z)(J*(z) Y(7)+f(z)) dr. 
Hence, using (2.9) and (2.30) and appealing to Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorem, we have that the first term of the right hand side of (2.37) 
converges to A*(t) Y(t) in @J;+~. Since f(t) and Y(t) are ]]+U+2j- 
continuous in t E [0, T], by (2.10), (2.11) and the condition (H) we get that 
and 
q+ *(t, w,*+ *(7) Y(7) +f(7>) WII-@,5, -continuous in t, 
so that by (2.33) we have that the second term of the right hand side of 
(2.37) converges to 0 and the third term of the right hand side of (2.37) 
converges to J*(t) Y(t) +f(t) in @Lts. Therefore we obtain the following 
equation in @;+ 5 : 
-g Y(t) =L*(t)(Y(t) + y + W(t)). (2.38) 
Setting X(t) = y + W(t) + Y(t) and noting that Y(0) = 0, we get by (2.38) 
that 
which implies 
Y(t)=fL*(s)x(s)ds, 
0 
X(t) = y + W(t) t If L*(s) X(s) ds in @;+,a 
0 
This shows the existence of the solution of (1.1). 
Next we will show the uniqueness. Let X(t) be a solution of (1.1). Then by 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [6], for almost all w E R and for each T > 0 
there exists an integer q > p such that X(t)(w) is (] . (]-,-continuous in t if 
t E [0, T], where p is a positive integer determined in (2.32). Hence by the 
condition (H) and (2.30), in @;+2 X(t)(w) satisfies (2.2). Setting Y(t)(w) = 
s:, L *(s) X(s)(w) ds and d’ff i erentiating it with respect o t in @i+, , we get 
f y(t)(~) = L*w Y(t)(o) +ftt)tw), (2.39) 
Differentiating U,*,,(t, 7) Y(z)(w) with respect o the parameter 7 in @h+5by 
making use of (2.8), (2.1 l), (2.30), (2.33), (2.39) and an argument similar to 
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that in deriving the convergence of the first term of the right hand side of 
(2.37), we get 
f u*(f, 4 W)(o) 
= -U”(t, t)A *(z) Y(t)(w) + u*p, T)(L*(z) Y(z)(w) +./-(r)(w)> 
= u*(f, r>(J*(r) Y@)(w) +.04(w)>* 
Set G(t) = y + W(t). Then as we proved before, X(t)(w) is uniquely written 
as follows in @6+ 5: 
X(t)(w) = 1 & 
I 
Y(O) + W>(o) +$I u*(t, t,)L*k) W,)(w) dt, 
0 
t,)J*(tl) U*(t, tJ L*(t,) G(b)(w) dt, dt, 
u*(t, t,)J*(tJ *** u*(t, t,) 
x L *(t,) G(&)(w) dt, . . - dt, dt, . (2.40) 
Finally we will show the uniqueness in law. Setting G(t) = 7 + m(t), we 
get that the unique solution W(t) of (2.3) is written as (2.40), where G(f) is 
replaced by G(t). Therefore noticing that G(t) and G(t) are @‘-valued 
Gaussian processes with the same distribution and the Bore1 field of 
C([O, co); @‘) is generated by all cylinder sets having the form; {x(.) E 
C([O, co); @‘):((x(tr), dr), (x(t,), &),..., (x(t,), 4,)) E an n-dimensional Bore1 
set} ([ 14]), we have that Px and Pz are Gaussian measures and Px = Pf. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Even in case that a(x, t) and /?(x, t) are not uniformly bounded, for 
example in case of Tanaka and Hitsuda [ 161, Theorem 1 is valid. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the condition (H) is satisfied and a(x, t) = 1, 
,8(x, t) = -p(x + v(t)), ,u > 0 and v(t) satisfies that for 0 < t, s < T, 
I dt> - +)I Q C,,(T) I t - s I a(“,T), A(u, T) > 0. Then the same conclusion us in 
Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof: Under the conditions of the Corollary, the unique solution of 
(2.4) is written as 
5 
t 
v&4 = e -rr(i-s)x + B(t) - B(s) - ~uv,,~ -pep” e”‘@(r) 
s 
5 
t 
- B(s) - w,,,) dr, where v,,~ = v(r) dr. (2.41) 
s 
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HenceforO<egl andO<scs’ct<t’<T, 
< 1 x ] + (exponentially integrable random variable independent of x). 
(2.42) 
Then previous Lemma 1 holds by (2.42) and Ito’s formulae and Lemma 2.3 
of Kunita [9] also hold because the coefficients are Cr**-functions too. 
Using (2.42), we can easily verify that (2.18) holds for IZ > 1 and for n > 0, 
so that (2.19) and (2.20) are similarly proved. Note that (2.17) does not hold 
in this case. However, since for any integer it > 2, 
E[Irl&) - ~~~.pWl”” <C,,(n, T)(ls - ~‘1~‘~ + It- t’l”‘)(l + 1.4, 
we will get (2.10) and (2.11) by repeating the previous estimations. The rest 
of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. 
3. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 
Given smooth functions a(x,v) and b(x, y) (x, y E R) and a real random 
variable cr independent of a l-dimensional Brownian motion B(t), we will 
consider the n-particle diffusion process t@)(t) = (t?)(t), <p’(t),..., (r’(t)) 
governed by the stochastic differential equation 
k= 1,2 ).,.) n, (3.1) 
where (ok, Bk(t)), k = 1, 2 ,..., are independent copies of (a, B(t)). Set 
The result of McKean [ 121 is that U(“)(t) converges to a non-random 
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measure u(t) = u(r, dw) which is the probability distribution of r(t) governed 
by 
where a[x, u(t)] = JR a(x,y) u(f, dy) and bIx, u(t)] = JR b(x,y) u(t, dy). Then 
the central limit theorem is to study the limit behavior of S,(t) = 
fi (U’“‘(t) - u(c)). 
To state our results we will introduce another system of semi-norms 
defining the topology equivalent to that induced before on @ and some 
definitions. For any integer n 2 0, 
Let Y,, be the completion of @ by ]I(. ]]ln, !#‘A the dual space of !?‘,, and 
C([O, co); !P;) the Frechet space of continuous mappings from [0, a) into 
PA. A real function J(x, y) is called a Br-function if it has bounded partial 
derivatives of all orders. A sequence of random variables Z,, n = 1, 2,..., 
with values in a topological space E is said to be tight in E if for any E > 0 
there exists a compact set Kc E such that E[I,(Z,)] > 1 - E for all n > 1, 
where I,(x) is the indicator function of K. We say that Z, converges weakly 
to an E-valued random variable Z if E[f(Z,)J converges to E[f(Z)] for 
every bounded continuous function f on E. 
Hitsuda and Mitoma [5] proved 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that for any E > 0, E[e”‘“’ ] < 00 and that a(~, y) and 
b(x, y) are uniformly bounded C~-functions or a(x, y) = 1 and b(x, y) = 
-p(x - y), ,U > 0. Then there exists an integer p > 4 such that S,(t) is tight 
in C( [0, co); !?$) and any limir process S(t) ofS,(t) defined on a probability 
space (a,, Fs , P,) satisfies 
S(c) = ys + Ws(t) + j-‘L*(s) S(s) ds, 
0 
where ys and Ws(t) are such ones defined on (0,) Fs, P,) as we stated in 
the Introduction and 
(L(s) #j(x) = fa[x, u(s)12 #“(x) + W6 u(s)] (b’(x) 
+ I m b(y, xl 4’(v) ~6, dy) 
+ I $w(s)l4Y~ x) P(Y) u(s, dy). 
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Using the assumptions of Lemma 4 and (3.2), we have that a[~, u(t)] and 
b[x, u(t)] are Cp*’ -functions, where A(n, r> = f for any integer n > 0. 
Further, setting 
we get easily that for any integer n > 0 and any 4 E #, 
and hence condition (H) is satisfied. Since the Bore1 field of C([O, 00); YL) is 
equal to the Bore1 field of C([O, co); @‘) restricted on itself ([ 14]), therefore 
considering a [x, u(t)] and b[x, u(t)] as a(x, t) and j?(x, t) and appealing to 
Theorem 1 and the Corollary, we have that the probability measures induced 
by any limit process of S,(t) on C([O, co); !?$) coincide, so that by 
Theorem 2.3 of Billingsley [I] Lemma 4 leads us to 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Lemma 4 there exist an integer 
p > 4 and a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process S(t) such that S,,(t) 
converges weakly to S(t) in C([O, ~0); !P;). 
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